NLD Focus Areas
(List of gaps you are addressing)

- Mail/calendar/addressbook: Evolution
- Usability testing: betterdesktop.org
- Search, metadata: Beagle, inotify
- Photo management: F-Spot
- Legal music stuff: Banshee
- OOo VBA support, performance, compatibility with MS Office, community: go-ooo.org
- 3rd party developer platform: Mono
- Other contributions: HAL/gvm/etc, Firefox svg/xhtml, ...
NLD Challenges
(What's not getting solved)

- OpenOffice user interface, footprint, and compelling original functionality
- A widely accepted Windows application migration mechanism
- WMV/WMA/MMS and to a lesser extent QuickTime and MPEG2/Dolby
- DRM so that we can play purchased content
- Laptop suspend/standby
- Drivers for some hardware
NLD: Noteworthy Dependencies
(projects and needs from each)

- Sun: OpenOffice continued development
- Real: Helix and codec licensing
- Device drivers
NLD Possible Follow-on Meetings
(list of orgs and topics)

• OpenOffice usability and performance
• Multimedia licensing